We introduce and investigate the notion of an operator P-class function. We show that every nonnegative operator convex function is of operator P-class, but the converse is not true in general. We present some Jensen type operator inequalities involving P-class functions and some Hermite-Hadamard inequalities for operator P-class functions. MSC: 47A63; 47A60; 26D15
Introduction and preliminaries
Let B(H) denote the C * -algebra of all bounded linear operators on a complex Hilbert space H with its identity denoted by I. When dim H = n, we identify B(H) with the matrix algebra M n of all n × n matrices with entries in the complex field C. We denote by σ (J) the set of all self-adjoint operators on H whose spectra are contained in an interval J. An operator A ∈ B(H) is called positive (positive semidefinite for a matrix) if Ax, x ≥  for all x ∈ H and in such a case we write A ≥ . For self-adjoint operators A, B ∈ B(H), we write B ≥ A if B -A ≥ . The Gelfand map f → f (A) is an isometrical * -isomorphism between the C * -algebra C(σ (A)) of a complex-valued continuous functions on the spectrum σ (A) of a self-adjoint operator A and the C * -algebra generated by I and A. If f , g ∈ C(σ (A)),
where x, y ∈ J and λ ∈ [, ]; see [] . Many properties of P-class functions can be found in [-] . Note that the set of all P-class functions contains all convex functions and also all nonnegative monotone functions. Every non-zero P-class function is nonnegative valued. In fact, choose λ =  and fix x  ∈ J. It follows from () that
where y ∈ J. Thus  ≤ f (y) for all y ∈ J. 
which is known as the Hermite-Hadamard inequality for the P-class continuous functions; see [] .
In this paper, we introduce and investigate the notion of an operator P-class function and give several examples. We show that if f is a P-class function on (, ∞) such that lim t→∞ f (t) = , then it is operator decreasing. We also prove that if f is an operator Pclass function on an interval J, then
where A ∈ σ (J) and C ∈ B(H) is an isometry. In addition, we present a Hermite-Hadamard inequality for operator P-class functions.
Operator P-class functions
In this section, we investigate operator P-class functions and study some relations between the operator P-class functions and the operator monotone functions. We start our work with the following definition.
Definition  Let f be a real-valued continuous function defined on an interval J. We say that f is of operator P-class on J if
for all A, B ∈ σ (J) and all λ ∈ [, ].
Clearly every nonnegative operator convex function is of operator P-class.
and the arithmetic-harmonic mean inequality that
-r (by the arithmetic-harmonic mean inequality)
where A, B ∈ σ ((, ∞)) and λ ∈ [, ]. Thus f is an operator P-class function on (, ∞).
In addition, every operator P-class f on an interval J is of operator Q-class in the sense that
for all A, B ∈ σ (J) and λ ∈ (, ); see [] . In the next example, we show the converse is not true, in general. http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2014/1/451
Hence f is not of operator P-class.
Example  Let α >  and f be a continuous function on the interval [α, α] into itself. It follows from
that f is of operator P-class on [α, α].
Example 
where
Hence f is an operator P-class function.
Next, we explore some relations between operator P-class functions and operator monotone functions. In fact, we have the following. Proof Let  < A ≤ B. Fix ε > . We put C = B -A + ε. Let θ > . It follows from lim t→∞ f (t) =  that there exists M >  such that f (t) ≤ θ for all t ≥ M. We may assume that the spectrum of the strictly positive operator C is contained in [α, β] for some  < α < β. It follows from lim λ→ -
. Now, by the functional calculus for the positive operator
where λ ∈ ( -δ, ) and x ∈ H. As λ →  -and then θ →  + we obtain f (B + ε)x, x ≤ f (A)x, x for all x ∈ H. As ε →  + , we conclude that f (B) ≤ f (A).
Jensen operator inequality for operator P-class functions
In this section, we present a Jensen operator inequality for operator P-class functions. We start with the following result in which we utilized the well-known technique of [] . http://www.journalofinequalitiesandapplications.com/content/2014/1/451
Theorem  Let f be an operator P-class function on an interval J, A ∈ σ (J), and C ∈ B(H)
be an isometry. Then 
Using the operator P-class property of f we have
Applying Theorem  we have some inequalities including the subadditivity.
Corollary  Let f be operator P-class on an interval
Proof Let
It follows fromC * C =  and () that
Corollary  Let f be operator P-class on [, ∞) such that f () = , A ∈ σ ([, ∞)), and C ∈ B(H) be a contraction. Then
Corollary  Let f be operator P-class on
In the following theorem, we obtain the Choi-Davis-Jensen type inequality for operator P-class functions.
Theorem  Let be a unital positive linear map on B(H), A ∈ σ (J) and f be operator P-class on an interval J. Then
Proof Let A ∈ σ (J). We put the restriction of to the C * -algebra C * (A, I) generated by I 
We will show that the constant  is the best possible such one in the following example. Example  Consider (the nonnegative increasing function and so) P-class function f (t) = √ t where t ∈ (, ∞). Let the unital positive map : M  (C) → C be defined by (A) = a  with A = (a ij ) ≤i,j≤ and let A =
